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The 2008 G8 summit in Toyako, Japan, produced a strong commitment for collective action to strengthen health systems in developing countries, indicating Japan’s leadership on, and the G8’s increasing engagement with, global health policy. This paper describes the context for the G8’s role in global health architecture and analyses three key components—financing, information, and the health workforce—that affect the performance of health systems. We propose recommendations for actions by G8 leaders to strengthen health systems by making the most effective use of existing resources and increasing available resources. We recommend increased attention by G8 leaders to country capacity and country ownership in policy making and implementation. The G8 should also implement a yearly review for actions in this area, so that changes in health-system performance can be monitored and better understood.

Introduction

The declaration of the G8 Toyako summit, held in Japan in July, 2008, covered global health issues under the topic of development and Africa. The official summary stated:1

“The G8 leaders welcomed the Report of the G8 Health Experts Group, presented along with its attached matrices showing G8 implementation of past commitments, and set forth the Toyako Framework for Action, which includes the principles for action on health.”

The leaders confirmed the G8 commitment to provide US$60 billion over 5 years, as agreed at last year’s G8 Heiligendamm Summit, and also decided to provide 100 million mosquito nets for malaria prevention by the end of 2010. The Report of the G8 Health Experts Group was prepared by government officials in health and foreign policy from the G8 countries, with leadership from Japan, and covered several crucial issues in global health.2 The report was an indicator of growing policy attention to health-system strengthening by Japan and the global health community more broadly.3 At the summit’s conclusion, the Japanese Government decided to undertake follow-up activities by working with an external experts committee, which Keizo Takemi chaired. These efforts were designed to identify action-oriented policy recommendations for the G8 to strengthen health systems and maintain momentum and continuity to future G8 summits, especially the 2009 meeting to be hosted by Italy.4

This paper provides an overview of Japan’s follow-up activities on global health to the Toyako summit and presents the context for three policy papers with recommendations for G8 action. We review the emerging focus on health-system strengthening and discuss the unique role of the G8 in global health governance and architecture. We then discuss the three policy papers and conclude with a discussion of future directions.

A growing focus on health systems

The global health agenda is shifting from an emphasis on disease-specific approaches to a focus on strengthening of health systems. These two approaches are often called the vertical and horizontal approaches to health improvement. Some have argued for a third compromise strategy that would combine the two into a so-called diagonal approach,5 whereas others have called for this debate to “rest (in peace)”.6 We believe that a better balance needs to be struck between the two approaches, so that efforts at fighting specific diseases and strengthening health systems can support each other effectively. But balance is difficult to define precisely when the knowledge base is thin and conflicting about how vertical programmes may affect horizontal efforts. There is little reliable evidence available to suggest that improving one approach necessarily affects the other negatively. Yet clearly the disease-focused programmes are concerned about shifts in global resources to health systems.

The growing attention to health systems can be attributed to several factors. First, the development of disease-specific approaches over the past decade has created various unintended results.7 These approaches have contributed greatly to health improvement, especially since existing multilateral and national health agencies could not deal with the devastating effects of diseases such as HIV/AIDS in many developing countries. However, now recipient countries are faced with a fragmented array of uncoordinated disease-control programmes that are promoted by multiple donors. The opportunity costs of servicing the disease-specific programmes have been recognised as reducing the effectiveness of health ministries in some situations.7 Furthermore, the disease-specific programmes attract financial and human resources away from government agencies, and might be contributing to a weakness of health systems. Two of the major disease-specific programmes—the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (the Global Fund), and the GAVI Alliance (a consortium of organisations to promote immunisation and vaccination)—have launched major efforts to strengthen health systems in recipient countries. Although these programmes have encountered problems in implementation, they nonetheless indicate recognition of the need to develop both disease-specific approaches and those for strengthening of health systems.8
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The Joint Learning Initiative (JLI) helped to create this momentum, publishing a monumental work, Human resources for health: overcoming the crisis, which identified the shortage of health workforce as a crisis. The World Health Report in 2006 then estimated that more than 4 million health workers will be needed to meet the shortfall, including 2-4 million physicians, nurses, and midwives. The Global Health Workforce Alliance (GHWA) was established in the same year. In 2008, the first global forum on human resources for health was held in Uganda and issued the Kampala Declaration and Agenda for Global Action. The Toyako G8 summit supported the Declaration and drew attention to the health workforce, stressing its importance over the other five building blocks of the WHO health-system framework.

Effective use of health workforce can produce both improved health-system performance and improved health outcomes. Improvement of health outcomes needs more than meeting the numbers of the right types of health workers; it requires improvements in how the health system creates and supports health workers, and the political context to achieve and implement reforms.

To respond to these requirements, we have to overcome several key challenges: inappropriate quantity and quality of existing health workforce caused by shortages, lack of skills, and poorly functioning payment and supervision systems; macroeconomic policy constraints; lack of country capacity to undertake key tasks such as engaging leaders and stakeholders, planning human investments, managing for performance, developing enabling policies, and learning for improvement; international migration of human resources; and lack of donor coordination.

To overcome these challenges, we need to use the growing workforce investments more effectively. New resources are becoming available through several global health initiatives, along with recommendations and guidelines from different health organisations, pioneering interventions in low-income countries, and financial and political commitments from donor countries, particularly G8 countries. Although these opportunities are available, few sub-Saharan countries are adequately using them. As a result, these countries have shown little progress in achieving the health-related Millennium Development Goals.

(Continues on next page)

A second factor contributing to the focus on health systems is recent efforts by WHO to restore policies for primary health care. The approach for primary health care was officially launched worldwide through the Alma Ata Declaration of 1978. Implementation of primary health care within countries, however, has been confronted by many challenges in low-income settings. WHO is now seeking to resurrect the primary health-care approach with the World Health Report 2008, which was issued in October on the 30th anniversary of the Alma Ata Conference, and with a renewed emphasis on the principles of universal coverage, people-centred approaches, and effective delivery of primary care.

A third factor is growing recognition about the difficulties that weaknesses in health systems present in achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Difficulties with health-system performance are considered major causes for the delays in achieving key targets of the health-related MDGs—ie, those related to child mortality (MDG 4); maternal mortality (MDG 5); and the prevention of HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases (MDG 6). These delays are especially pronounced in countries in sub-Saharan Africa.

Fourth, the growing demand for aid effectiveness and donor harmonisation within countries, on the basis of the principles of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, indicates concerns about system-wide effects of global health initiatives. The increase in resources devoted to health worldwide, however, has focused more on inputs (especially human and financial resources) rather than outputs or health effects (such as effective coverage and health outcomes). Yet little evidence exists to show that previous attempts to achieve strong donor coordination (through strategies to reduce poverty and sector-wide approaches) have helped to improve health-system performance.

Advocates of single-disease control programmes are concerned that the renewed emphasis on health systems could move resources away from their programmes and undermine progress achieved so far. The risk of letting infectious diseases increase should be carefully monitored as efforts develop to strengthen health systems. A community-based approach, with attention to collective quality of life, could help avoid undesired consequences of a focus on health systems.

Strengthening of health systems

No consensus exists for the operational definition of health-system strengthening. Several competing approaches are popular in the global health community, and are promoted by different agencies. We briefly present several of the main approaches.

WHO’s World Health Report 2000 raised a broad international debate about issues related to health systems. The report defines a health system as including “all the activities whose primary purpose is to promote, restore or maintain health”. The main focus of the report and the ensuing debate, however, was on how to measure different aspects of health systems rather than how to strengthen health-system performance.

WHO presents its updated approach to health-system strengthening in a report entitled Everybody’s Business. However, this report does not provide a clear definition or boundary for a health system. Indeed, the report states “There is no single set of best practices” for health-system strengthening because “health systems are highly context-specific.” Additionally, the report’s framework is not easy to apply in practice. The report identifies six so-called building blocks for a health system: service delivery, health workforce, information, medical technologies, financing, and leadership or governance. But how they fit together,
how they relate to one another, and how a health system can be built with the blocks is not clear.

The World Bank describes its approach to health-system strengthening in its 2007 strategy document on healthy development.16 The document recognises that the World Bank needs a “collaborative division of labor with global partners”,16 including WHO, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the UN Population Fund (UNFPA), which are viewed as providing technical expertise in disease control, human resource training, and service delivery. The World Bank considers its comparative advantages as broader systemic issues, especially health financing and health economics, as well as public–private partnerships, public-sector reform and governance, intersectoral collaboration for health, and macroeconomics and health. A major challenge for the World Bank is implementation of its strategy, at a time when the Bank’s own financing is becoming a smaller proportion of global health funds, when the substantive challenges encompass more than the Bank’s areas of comparative advantage, and when the previous Bank strategy of 1997 has not been effectively assessed.16

With the growth of interest in strengthening of health systems, the world now confronts a proliferation of models, strategies, and approaches. Efforts by WHO and the World Bank represent just two approaches; other frameworks also exist. How do we assess these different conceptual models and select an appropriate one? Unfortunately, no one method exists for strengthening health systems that can be applied to all countries. Improvement in the performance of health systems is a process that has to be adapted to the situation of each country—its political and economic circumstances, its social values, and its national leadership.

From a policy-maker’s perspective, a strategic framework for health-system strengthening should help decide what to do, how to do it, and what results to expect. Furthermore, the framework should relate to appropriate theories while it helps to produce practical results. Additionally, it should provide guidance about how to implement the ideas in real-world political situations and how to relate the objectives to different ethical perspectives. We believe that one approach to strengthening of health systems takes important steps in meeting these criteria17 and can help sort through the diverse ideas that are promoted by different agencies.

Global health architecture and the G8

G8’s role in global health

The global health architecture is undergoing fundamental structural changes. As noted in the World Bank’s strategy document,16 the global health organisations who were once dominant are increasingly marginal and less influential. This tenet is true for both the World Bank’s previous financial dominance and WHO’s previous normative dominance. Policy making in global health has become a multistakeholder process, but without an explicit institutional process and with competition and confusion both globally and nationally. The proliferation of overlapping yet opposing frameworks for health-system strengthening is an indicator of this disorganisation. We believe that the G8 can play a major part in catalysing efforts to reframe the global health architecture in a more coherent direction.

The rise of the G8 coincides with rapid changes in global health governance in the 21st century, especially the decreasing role of WHO as the sole international health agency. In the past decade, new stakeholders have entered the decision-making arena of global health, including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Global Fund, and GAVI. Public–private collaboration has become a maxim of health policy both globally and nationally.

One traditional strength of WHO has been its constitutional mandate to represent member states through the World Health Assembly. In the new era of global health, however, WHO is limited by its legal framework in its interactions with the private sector and non-governmental organisations. Another major strength and constraint of WHO is its nature as an agency that mainly offers information and technical advice, but cannot substantively affect how national governments allocate financial and human resources to strengthen health systems.

Calls to reform WHO have a long history. Every new Director-General has pursued change at the organisation; yet implementation of new ideas remains a challenge.18 Recent calls for the reform of WHO reflect broader attempts to reform the UN, and these appeals have
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To take advantage of these opportunities, the G8 should take the following actions.

Strengthen the capacity of countries to plan, implement, and assess health workforce programmes, so that they can more effectively use the existing health workforce and G8 commitments:

• Develop assessment mechanisms for health workforce progress within countries
• Identify ways to change macroeconomic policies to reduce constraints on expanding the health workforce
• Strengthen international networks of higher education institutions to provide access to health and medical education in areas with few resources

Address the demand-side causes of international health-worker migration:

• Clean their own houses and increase the number of health workers in their own countries with their own resources
• Support the WHO code of practice to address migration issues
• Seek practical solutions that protect both the right of individuals to seek employment through migration and the right to health for all people

Undertake a yearly review of actions by G8 countries to improve the health workforce:

• Assess what the G8 countries are doing, what has worked, and evidence to support this, with use of a standard set of common measures
• Use this review to assess how health systems are doing, to identify gaps in financing and information, to develop evidence-based best practices, and to increase knowledge about how to improve health-system performance through strengthening human resources, as well as to see how well G8 countries are carrying through on what they have pledged to do
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experts that out-of-pocket payments for health care are unfair for poor people and can result in illness leading to financial difficulties and poverty for millions.41 Financing and payment policies make the crucial difference in improving the effectiveness of health spending. There is now broad consensus among technical experts that out-of-pocket payments for health care are unfair for poor people and can result in illness leading to financial difficulties and poverty for millions.41 Furthermore, mechanisms such as community-based health insurance, private insurance, and user fees have not proved viable pathways to scaling up coverage and social-health protection. As a result, implementation of an incremental shift to public financing that substitutes for out-of-pocket financing, especially for poor and vulnerable groups in society, is crucial. Yet questions remain about how to effectively implement the shift to public financing from private out-of-pocket sources. The G8 can be an effective mechanism to ease better health financing policies in partner developing countries. Aid is more effective when appropriate policies are in place, which depends on country commitment and ownership. G8 nations have recognised these necessary conditions with their commitments to support new initiatives such as International Health Partnership and Providing for Health,42 which both promise to increase alignment with countries and support policies for public financing. The present global financial crisis provides an ideal opportunity to bolster global commitments to health financing, even though this approach might seem counterintuitive. As the International Monetary Fund has urged,43 both G8 nations and developing countries will need substantial fiscal investments in the medium term to stimulate consumption and global demand. Public spending to expand health-care coverage represents for many countries one of the most efficient means to do so. At the same time, contractions in global trade and increases in unemployment will leave millions of people without adequate health-care coverage and undermine support for an open global trading system that benefits both G8 nations and developing country partners. This crisis, with the increased awareness that it brings of market failures that need government action, could in fact be the best time to invest in expanding health-care coverage through better financing policies. The commitment to policies for public financing should translate into support by the G8 for countries that decide to abolish user fees in their public sectors for maternal and child-health services, HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria. The G8 should provide clear directions to their own aid organisations and multilateral development agencies to forge a coherent approach to the question of public financing for health, especially for the choice between taxation and financing for social health insurance, which should depend on country circumstances. The G8 should respond with three actions:

• Complement its efforts on increasing money for health with efforts to improve the value of health spending through support for better country-led health financing and systems policies
• Build on the existing consensus among technical experts with an explicit G8 commitment to prioritise support for country health financing policies that place public financing for health, in the form of tax financing or social health insurance, as the core of efforts to expand coverage for poor people and vulnerable groups in society
• Invest in the ability of developing country partners to improve financing policies. This approach will need increased investments in building national capacity for assessment of health-systems policy and in the mechanisms to understand and share the lessons of best practice countries

gained increasing persuasiveness and priority on the global health agenda.19 It is imperative for the WHO, as the world’s principal agency for global health policy making, to clarify and strengthen its core functions and improve its technical and organisational competencies.

Into this increasingly crowded area of global health has emerged a new informal and self-appointed entity known as the Health 8 or H8—comprised of WHO, the World Bank, GAVI, the Global Fund, UNICEF, UNFPA, UNAIDS, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. This meeting of global health leaders resembles that of global political leaders, providing a setting for discussion with restricted organisational capacity. At their inaugural meeting on July 19, 2007, the H8 leaders stated they “met informally” with the objective of “strengthening their collaboration in global health in order to achieve better health outcomes in developing countries”.20 Among the five themes discussed was the renewed interest in health systems.

The H8 leaders agreed that strengthening of health-system performance should be judged by its ability to deliver health outcomes, and they urged WHO and the World Bank “to fast-track the completion of the normative framework for health systems strengthening”.21 The H8 thus creates an opportunity for enhanced communication, collaboration, and consensus-building for global health policy, including interactions with the G8.

The G8 has discussed global health issues at every meeting since 1996, according to a systematic analysis of the G8 and governance of global health.22 The study found that the G8 has emerged as an “effective, high-performing centre of global health governance across the board”.23 Japanese and Italian leadership have been important in
Global health and human security

The agenda for global health thus encompasses more than just population health; it now intersects with foreign policy, economic development, and human rights and human dignity. Countries ignore these broader dimensions at their own risk. Such people-centred approaches have converged into the notion of human security over the past decade. Human security complements the traditional idea of national security and has been defined as protection of “the vital core of all human lives in ways that enhance human freedoms and human fulﬁllment”, with particular attention to freedom from want and from fear. Human security is achieved through two types of strategies: those that shield people from crucial and pervasive threats (protection strategies) and those that enable people to develop the capacity to cope with difficult situations (empowerment strategies). This approach has particular relevance for health-system strengthening because human security focuses on individuals and communities, represents a demand-driven process, and seeks to promote a comprehensive view of how to improve overall wellbeing.

Japan is one of the strongest advocates for human security. This approach provides a context for reframing the G8 to address global health issues, as exempliﬁed by the Japanese initiative at the 2000 Kyushu-Okinawa to propose the Global Fund, which was then endorsed by G8 leaders at the 2001 Genoa summit under Italian leadership.

The nature of the G8 provides a highly personal, visible, and flexible mechanism for addressing global health policy making. The yearly meeting of national leaders allows for focused discussions with key stakeholders from outside the G8. For example, the G8 has included four core African partners at several meetings to discuss crucial issues of development and health. The emergence of the G8 in the governance of global health indicates the need for a more ﬂexible mechanism than the existing multilateral health institutions to tackle emerging global health threats that need collective action. The G8 can think and act outside the existing global health bureaucracies and stakeholders. Thus it is uniquely positioned, through its power and vision, to help shift the global health agenda and priorities. At the same time, however, the G8 does not have its own implementation capacity and therefore has to depend on existing organisations or new entities for action.

The rise of the G8 and H8 in global health indicates a power shift in global politics. The globalisation of health issues means that common agendas are nationally set, so individual states cannot focus solely on their own geopolitical issues. Nation states with the ability to deal with challenges across nations will consequently greatly affect international politics. The G8 process encourages the eight political leaders to engage in global issues while providing incentives for stakeholders outside the G8—in the private sector, non-governmental organisations, and international agencies—to ﬁnd ways in which to affect what happens inside the G8. This power shift is restructuring the architecture of global health policy making. H8 members are seeking to deﬁne their own roles in the new architecture. But where this restructuring will lead remains uncertain.

The emergence of global health as foreign policy has contributed to the rising interest of the G8. In March, 2007, foreign ministers of Brazil, France, Indonesia, Norway, Senegal, South Africa, and Thailand issued the Oslo Ministerial Declaration on the “urgent need to broaden the scope of foreign policy” to include global health.27 They declared, “Together, we face a number of pressing challenges that require concerted responses and collaborative eﬀorts. We must encourage new ideas, seek and develop new partnerships and mechanisms, and create new paradigms of cooperation”.21 Foreign ministers’ initiative on global health calls for new forms of global governance to address health challenges and asserts a set of common values, including, “Every country needs a robust and responsive health system”.22 The UK and Japanese Governments have embraced the strategy of global health as foreign policy with particular enthusiasm.22,23
The correction of such inefficiencies across the agencies, institutions, and countries will make global health metrics more useful and reliable, and leverage the comparative advantage of every stakeholder. Such efforts should focus on local capacity building through regional and global collective action since the ultimate goal of the global health metrics community is to establish a sustainable scheme to develop local capacity to collect high-quality data, monitor and assess health programmes and systems, and inform policy. Some conditionality on the use of pooled resources would be necessary to give incentives and improve capacities to collect better data within countries.\(^\text{38}\)

In view of the G8’s unique role in global health, together with its commitment to accountability and the increasingly prominent role of health metrics and assessment in global health,\(^\text{32}\) we recommend that, through a collective and multistakeholder approach, the G8 should focus on correcting the major inefficiencies in the current field of health metrics.

Implement a G8 yearly review to assess the G8’s commitments to health systems and programmes:

- Define a standard set of metrics and measurement strategies for monitoring and assessment of aid effectiveness, health programmes, and systems
- Plan and assess future health-related activities by the G8 and partners with use of a common framework and metrics

Establish a digital commons with a network of global and regional centres of excellence to improve access to—and the quality of—datasets and analyses within countries and globally:

- Promote the principles of open access and data sharing in the public domain
- Develop a global databank for common indicators (starting with MDG targets, human resources, and resource tracking) and a data exchange and quality assurance mechanism
- Establish a Cochrane-type process for global health monitoring to generate empirical evidence for health policy

Pool resources for health metrics within countries and globally to create a global health metrics challenge:

- Develop capacity and create an incentive structure for countries and data producers to collect, share, analyse, and interpret better quality data
- Make health funding contingent upon third-party assessment that is compliant with agreed principles, including standard measurement strategy, data in the public domain, strengthening local capacity, and appropriate use of information technologies

Policy papers for the Toyako follow-up

To continue the momentum on health-system strengthening that was created by the Toyako summit, the Japanese Government asked that follow-up activities be pursued by the Working Group on Challenges in Global Health and Japan’s Contributions (Takemi Working Group), and the Japan Center for International Exchange. The project prepared three policy papers on themes that were emphasised in the Toyako Framework for Action on Global Health: health workforce, health finance, and health information. The project has been undertaken outside the formal channels of government agencies (also known as a Track-2 diplomatic effort) but with the informal participation of Japan’s ministries of health, finance, and foreign affairs plus representatives from H8 agencies, G8 governments, and civil society organisations. This Track-2 strategy provides flexibility in consideration of ideas and experts outside the conventional approach, while assuring collaboration with key stakeholders. The strategy is designed to identify innovative means to strengthen health systems that can gain acceptance by the G8 and relevant implementing agencies.

The policy papers address three necessary components to strengthen the performance of health systems. They cover topics that are important inputs to health systems: managers and policy makers need people, money, and data to make decisions about what a health system does. At the same time, health information also includes outputs, as assessments of different health-system activities (how money and people are used and what they produce in terms of health outputs and health outcomes). The three components are also related to each other: money is needed to hire people; these people work in the health system in which they collect, analyse, and interpret health information; and the data are used by people to decide how to spend more money. Panels 1–3 show the main findings and specific recommendations for G8 action from the three papers. The full papers are available as webappendices 1–3.

At an international conference held in Tokyo in early November, 2008, Margaret Chan, Director General of WHO, and Julio Frenk, the former Minister of Health for Mexico, presented their views for the proposals for G8 action to strengthen health systems. Summaries of their keynote talks are published as Comments along with this article.\(^\text{**}\) The meeting was attended by the director of UNAIDS, with representatives from the World Bank, UNFPA, UNICEF, Global Fund, GAVI, many non-governmental organisations, and G8 health experts and academic specialists from around the world. The discussion provided input to revise the three policy papers and this overview.

Discussion

The three papers on health workforce, health financing, and health information express several common themes
on global health policy. Although these three components (people, money, and data) do not constitute a complete model of health-system performance, they do represent areas that are high on the global health agenda and are important elements of any model. Here we draw attention to common themes and recommendations in the three policy papers.

First, all three papers stress the need for the G8 to address the quality of resource use and the quantity of resource provision. The papers agree on the need to make more effective use of existing resources in addition to the need for more resources from external and domestic sources. The G8, for example, could promote efforts to identify best practices and the conditions under which existing resources are most effectively used to improve the performance of health systems.

Second, all three papers call on the G8 to enhance country capacity and ownership to strengthen health systems. The G8 can help ensure that countries have adequate human and financial resources to collect, analyse, and interpret data and assess the performance of their own health system. The G8 can help countries build their capacity to know how to use their health-system resources most effectively.

Third, all three papers agree that the G8 should implement a yearly review for global health commitments, with a standard set of common measures to assess how resources are being provided and used to improve performance. Japan started the process for a yearly review of commitments at the Toyako summit; this process should be expanded and institutionalised.

The implementation of actions to strengthen health systems will require the G8 to move from summitry to accountability and to collaboration with H8 organisations and national institutions (in both donor and recipient countries). Although the G8 summit, as an organisation, has restricted capacity to implement decisions, it can be very effective in reviewing important global problems, setting priorities for policy agendas, and raising money for specific activities. The G8–H8 relationship is still evolving, as is the nature of decision making within the H8 itself. Both entities are more informal networks than formal institutions. Thus, effective action by G8 to strengthen health systems will need some creative approaches for implementation globally and nationally. The G8 does not have the capacity to become a global health apex institution, but the G8’s special leverage can help drive health-system strengthening forward in new ways.

The specific recommendations in the policy papers, therefore, adopt different strategies to strengthen health systems. Some seek to clarify and reinforce existing institutions and frameworks. Others seek to create new entities but without proposing a new global fund. We have sought innovative solutions to challenges for health systems, to articulate ideas not stated elsewhere, including ideas that might be unpopular or uncomfortable for existing organisations. We aim to provoke creative thinking and action for health-system strengthening; yet we also seek to avoid unnecessary politicisation of the global health community, with a focus on substantive functions rather than political questions. Another overarching objective is to contribute to strengthening the capacity and clarifying the role of WHO in the global health setting.

These follow-up activities to the Toyako summit show a concerted effort by Japan and its partners to enhance its substantive contributions to global health policy making, rather than just providing financial donations. The nature of global challenges in many areas now outstrips the capacity of institutions for global governance. This institutional gap represents both an opportunity and an obligation for the G8 countries, as a new leverage point for global health policy making. We have witnessed a substantial growth in worldwide flows of health workers, finances, and data. The G8 summit provides a setting of personal engagement by national leaders who can shape policy responses to tackle crucial problems. This project has identified concrete actions, in the context of the revived approaches of human security and primary health care, which can be pursued by the G8 nations. These actions will need collaboration with the H8 organisations, other interested high-income and middle-income countries, and recipient countries.

The global financial crisis makes it all the more important for the G8 to address health-system strengthening and deliver on existing commitments to global health. Fears are increasing about potential cutbacks from high-income countries in official development assistance, as well as private contributions to non-governmental organisations. But, as the UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown stated in September, 2008, the international community should do more, not less, to help the world’s poorest people in this time of economic crisis. The G8 can play a catalytic role in assuring that pledged funds are delivered in ways that create tangible benefits for the poorest people. The G8 can also work to protect government budgets for social welfare in developing countries from being tightened by the financial crisis, and to avoid a repetition of the financial cutbacks that occurred under the structural adjustment and economic turmoil of the 1980–90s.
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